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Spring is the beginning of the world of nature, a time of birds return-

ing and blossoms on green trees. But Spring is also an ending, the cul-

mination of the academic year, still a time of birds taking flight for the

first time and a blossoming of creative efforts.

This Spring we offer you a garden of creative blossoms, a flock of

flightful word-birds, a culmination of experience. When you have finished

reading this issue, we hope your imagination will rise like the bird on

our cover.

Happy Spring!

mem
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Aperitif

MICHELE MAYOTTE

Outside my window the wind will

worry the silken leaves of lilac trees,

pulling them unclosed and green

enough to more than fill

the dappled sky. The hill

behind the church is full of bees

drunk with clover now. I've seen

them stagger to a tree and spill

their clover honey into vats until

the whole world drowns in seas

of amber springtime. But soon the queen

will send her drones to the still

white and purple promise of the lilac:

then how drunkenly the bees will fly back!



Zo Catch A Ziger

"To Catch A Tiger" — Second Prize

Cabrini Contest

$100

KATHLEEN HAVERICK

Today is a steely day, with all the world solid, cold and grey, a

good time to tell stories by the fire. I've never had a knack for strange

tales, and what I'm about to relate isn't one of those ghoulish nightmares,

but it is just a wee bit odd.

The most curious part of it all is that it happened to me. My name
is Alexandria Duran, but I've always been called Al. Even my best

friends attributed to me a personality somehow reminiscent of scuffed

loafers, blue chip stamps and chicken broth. Having no compulsion to be

a genius, I never minded being labeled "Practical. Period." Now, how-

ever, the air around me has rarefied; I am Alexandria, and people look at

me differently. Alicia my older sister, calls it a "final attainment of

maturity." Yet when I explain it, with the tiger hunts and everything,

people screw their eyebrows together, worry a moment, then dismiss it

with a laugh. Despite their disbelief, I'd take an oath on all my shattered

stodginess that Catherine Sidney came and went, changing me in her

passage.

Creep closer to the fire-glow and remember how scorching gold the

sun was in the middle of September. One sweltering Wednesday, I bumbled

freshmanly into the cafe for some lemonade. A black-haired pixie-girl

caught one of my books as it tumbled, and proclaimed herself, "I am the

cat who walks by himself, and all places are alike to me."

I clinked a dime in the machine, and primly queried, "Would you like

a lemonade? I'm Al Duran from Newman High."

"And I'm Circe. Zap! You're a pig!" She danced gleefully over the

tile floor like Rumplestilskin, and I hung between outrage and laughter,

glad the place was deserted. Before I could decide how to respond, she

cajoled me into laughing and we settled around a wobbly table to have, in

her words, a palaver.

"I am Catherine Sidney, Cat to those who call me. You will be

Queen Alexandria and I will be your palace cat and lap your cream and

chase your rats and teach you nonsense."
Solemn as a prophet I announced, "You are absolutly insane!"

Proper as a mandarin she acquiesced, "Yes, and you are too. There-

fore we will be eternal friends." The sun glimmered on my dingy brown

head as I proudly nodded.

Three o'clock Friday we met again, I in a limp blue cotton, she in

a pert red sailor dress. I murmured enlightening comments on the heat,

while Cat sat with her eyebrows knotted together. Suddenly like Isaias

inspired, she announced, "We'll go visit the Duchess." Of course, we
did. I argued in defense of homework, ironing and Friday being my night

to wash my hair, as she snatched up my books with hers in a trembling

stack and flew out to the car. Puffing, and as hesitant as one can be



when one is being kidnapped, I crawled into the driver's seat.

"How did you know this was my car?" I asked.

"I had you investigated. We couldn't take mine, because my broom-

stick is an old foreign job. Hurry before we're late." I hurried, made the

gears screech and finally coaxed the machine to come alive, growling and

trembling.

"Shouldn't you call ahead?" I said as we trundled down the hill.

"The Duchess likes surprises. Fly faster or we'll miss the hunt."

Cat flapped her arms in eager instructions. I silently wondered if it would
take much gas to get there, and if I'd get home in time to set my hair

before dinner. What would her friend think of me, just arriving with no

warning. As if she were reading my mind Cat blurted out, "You're getting

like Prufrock! Look outside yourself. See things!" The trim suburbanite

road had disappeared into a twisted tree-sheltered lane. A left turn took

us onto an ambling street called "The Other Way."
"Turn right." Cat commanded. "The manor is up this road." We

wound up a driveway and squealed to a quick stop to avoid hitting a little

white-haired woman, who was sprinting after a duck. Seeingus, shecalled,

"Hiram!" and before I had the key out of the ignition, a tall stately fellow

opened my door. Through the bustle of introductions, the Duchess ex-

plained about Andrew (the duck) waddling across the drawing-room mantel,

about tigers and strawberries, and how we would make adelightful company
for a hunt. Unable to follow her flitting comments, I spent the moments
studying her.

The Duchess was a tiny woman with a soft round face laced with

little lines. In an apparent effort to appear taller than her five feet, her

blue-silver hair was wound high and elaborate. Her dress was a long aqua

ball gown. She was a twinkling, tinkling bell.

My observations were chopped off as Hiram klumped a helmet on my
head. It was one of those things you see on African hunters. Duchess
donned a pink one with a sash; Cat's was striped. "Conducive to the

proper mood, you know," trilled the Duchess, gaily tapping hers. A
hysterical panic clutched my stomach: everyone here was crazy ... or

was it me? ... or were we just humoring a senile little woman. I crept

along after the safari, convinced that my grandmother would never have

partaken in such silliness. We marched together to the edge of the green

wood behind the house. Raising her parasol the Duchess proclaimed,

"Strawberries to the one who catches a tiger!"

Cat caught my hand. "Come quickly, queen, we'll catch my best

cat-cousin." We scrunched the leaves under our feet as we rushed through

the green world. Cat was fleet. I darted after her on and on until the

world seemed running with furies behind it. At last, huffing, we stopped

a little before a clearing. For a moment I gobbled in air. Then slowly the

stillness grew upon me, and out of it bird trills and squirrel hustlings

arose. I lowered myself into the spongy moist moss, letting myself look

into the thousand-mile-high blue sky. Green-growing smells, brown-dirt

smells filled me up and eased the tickling questions deep inside.

"It's like magic here," I finally murmured.

"This is a tiger hunt," answered Cat. "You've won."
Hiram served; Duchess poured, and we all enjoyed our tea. (Even

Andrew, who got the crumbs. Somehow, his sharing of our tea in the

parlor didn't shock me so much as it might have.) "I touched a spotted

butterfly and caught my tiger, so I shall have some strawberries, Hiram,"



smiled the Duchess. "And you, I see, must have found one. See the

lovely wild rose Hiram brought home, girls."

"I ran like a chased thing and found mine in the breathless glory

of knowing I hadn't been caught. May I have honey on them?" Cat

laughed.

"I felt the earth breathing," I said. And the Duchess passed me
a glistening, honeyed mound of berries.

I visited the Duchess with Cat three times. We hunted tigers, ate

hot house berries, and found the striped cats coming to us with no hunting.

It was great nonsense, but Cat Sidney's sun shone longer, sky swam
bluer, trees lept higher, and wind swirled more gleefully than mine had.

I was learning.

Girls at first wondered, as I had, what Cat found in my dry person-

ality. She was a pivot point of gaiety anywhere; people liked her and I

was drawn into her popularity. A new image of me sprouted and flourished

those weeks, an image somehow reminiscent of pixies and dancing shoes,

strawberries and Cat. Tigers sprang, willing to be caught, from every-

where that October. But when October was gone, so was Cat.

One Thursday, I darted out of the rain into the cafe. "Where's Cat?"

I asked Madge Henry, who sat next to her in philosophy.

She stared at me in the strangest way—as though my nose had

turned green. "Who?" Something disconnected within me.

The weird joke went on all day. But I did not find her; I couldn't

laugh. Friday afternoon I drove out to the Duchess' to ask for Cat.

House-lined rows stretched on eternally. A funny feeling caught in me.

Left and right I turned in endless circles. My head rattled with street

names: Stewart, Saltair, Westcox, Flynn, Fairtree, Elsco. After retracing

my path five times, I turned into a gas station. The attendant first chuck-

led, then looked bewildered.

"Th'Other Way, huh? Nope. Nope, I've never heard of it. Sorry."

A breathlessness grabbed me. I desperately searched under "Sidney" in

the phone book. Nothing. Then of all embarrassing, impractical things

to do, I started to cry. Where was my sanity? Could I have invented it

all? Where was Cat? Gradually the silly, confusing pain dissolved into

the taste of salt in my mouth, and sight grew in me. I watched great

billowing thunderheads gallop silently toward the sun. "We'll be friends

forever," I announced to my reflection in the phone booth glass I knew
then, and can't forget, how it feels to change a bit, to know yourself, to

be alive, to catch a tiger.



Zhe Sound Of Caugkter

There is a laughter in the sound of voices

That makes old hearts cry out to still the sounds

Of dull and empty noise that crowds and wounds

And makes no place for children's happy noises.

With silver sprays of laughter gently fling

The smiles from freckled face and reddish cheek

To make a mirrored smile return to seek

And love the sounds of happiness that sing.

"Laugh now," these sounds call us to join and cease

The hurt that marks the old and bitter born;

They tell to smile and cry tomorrow morn

With children's new and light surcease.

Laugh now we will for age and life pass on

And so make room for laughter never gone.

SISTER ROBERT GERTRUDE MUNRO, CSJ



Zhe Unwedding

HILDEGARDE MOONEY

They had left the sleeping city behind. As they entered the forest,

the farmer relaxed the reins, and the two horses fell into a light-footed

trot. Karen crawled deeper into her blanket while her mother in the back

of the carriage sat straight and stiff, looking at nothing. Ghostly sheets

of white vapor floated between the heavy fir trees. The moist morning air

carried a spicy smell on moss and chanterelles. An occasional chirp

cascaded down the cathedral of trees. Karen liked these early morning

hours in the forest, especially when she and her sister Thea used to

pick chanterelles. Now, she did not go anymore because Thea lived in

the city and she did not like to go without her. The carriage rolled

smoothly over the soft, sandy road. Nobody spoke.

Daybrake came and lit the sky a yellow gold. Karen came out of

her blanket. She shook her long hair back over her shoulders and slowly

glanced at her mother. "It was beautiful, mother, wasn't it? It was the

most beautiful wedding I've ever seen." The older woman did not reply.

"Mistress Thea Tesnoff," Karen prounced it carefully as though

she was not quite sure she had the right name. "Or is it Mistress Albert

Tesnoff, mother?" She did not wait for an answer. "It's so strange that

girls have to change their names when they get married. I mean, why
doesn't the man change his, or why don't they both take a new name?
After all, they are starting something new together."

She turned all the way around and put her elbows on the backrest.

"You know, Thea told me that her veil came all the way from Belgium

and that Albert's mother wore it to her own wedding. And, have you

ever seen flowers like that? They didn't look real, but they were, Thea
said so."

Her mother spoke slowly and deliberately, "I like lilac better," she

straightened her heavy skirted black dress, "or, perhaps lilies of the

valley, depending on the season." From the tone of her mother's voice

Karen sensed that this was the end of the conversation.

She turned back and slumped down in her seat. Her mother would

not understand; she never would. She simply did not like things she did

not know. Worse than that, Karen thought, she did not even want to know.

How lucky Thea was.

When Karen thought of the weddings in the village, they were the

same everytime. There was the same old pastor who was also the teacher

during the winter months; the same people, the same streuselkuchen, and

the same old venison and ham. And afterwards, there were the same old

polkas with the same old schnapps until everybody fell into bed. And

then, the next day, they worked in the same old fields, in the same dirty

soil as though nothing had happened. True, Karen thought, nothing ever



does happen, except that two farms become one, and one of them doubles

its size.

She gazed at her father beside her and wondered how he had been
able to stand it all his years. He started clearing his morning throat.

It took him a while before he said, "Albert is a fine, strong-looking man.

You never know,'* he smacked his lips, "maybe one of these days I'll have
a judge for a son-in-law. Thea is a smart girl; she's always been a

smart girl."

Karen felt a sting somewhere deep inside. It was not as though

she did not wish her sister all the best. Thea had always been her

closest friend; but the way her father put it.- "They love each other

father," she replied.

She could not understand or explain why she almost felt glad

when her mother said, "Albert doesn't know an ox from a cow." Her
mother spoke fast which she always did when she was angry with others

or herself, "All that powder on those women's faces; I declare flour

belongs in a sack, not on a face." She kept on raging to herself until

the farmer said, "Klara," and, whenever he called his wife by her first

name, Karen knew, he was going to put her mother back into what he

called "her proper place."

"Klara," he said again, "just as Albert doesn't know an ox from

a cow, you don't know anything about those cityfolks." He waited a

moment to see whether his words had the desired effect before he went

on, "I had a long talk with Albert about the Schulte land. He promised

he would help me get it legally. That is a fine gesture by Albert," he

said quite formally, "don't you agree?"

He looked around at his wife as she retorted, "Why don't you wait

until you have it before you start boasting? How do you think Albert

can get it for you? You've been fighting over that land as long as I

can remember. You know Schulte won't sell, if only to spite you."

She sat erect and stiff. Her thick chestnut braids covered her

head like a crown and her green eyes flashed like cats' eyes when she

spoke to her husband. Her knobby, toiled fingers had been holding on to

a heavy golden brooch on her chest. She opened it carefully and looked

long at the miniature portraits in it.

"Karen belongs to the farm, Schulte land or no Schulte land." Her

voice was deep and sore. Talking to her husband's back, she continued,

"If we had only had a son," then turned her face toward the big trees.

The horses had approached a clearing and stopped. They began to

nibble the juicy herbs on the ground. Hot rays from the midday sun

pierced through the windows in the trees. An oppressive silence lay on

the heavy, unmoving branches. Karen's mother opened the basket that

Thea had filled with leftovers from the wedding.

"Is this what they call a sandwich in the city?" Karen's mother

was unwrapping a slice of smoked salmon and gave it to her husband.

"They don't have this all the time," Karen apologized, "only on weddings.

Thea told me . .
." Her mother interrupted, "You and Thea seem to have

done a lot of talking." Her sharp green eyes tried to penetrate Karen's.

"We hadn't seen each other for a long time, mother," she said in a timid

voice which her mother did not seem to hear.

It did not matter, Karen decided.

She watched her father gulp down the city schnapps out of the

bottle. "I think Thea put a glass into the basket," she suggested.
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"Tastes better this way," he grinned and put his head back for more.

Karen remembered the pretty napkins, the fine silver, and the books

in Thea's house. She wondered what people wrote all those books for

and what they were about. Her sister had read many of them.

Her mother had finished eating, and they were waiting for her father.

Karen thought of how kind Thea had been to give her all her dowry

linen because Albert did not like it; it was too rough for him. Instead,

her sister had bought beautiful, smooth cottonsheets, all made in a factory.

Karen had tried on Thea's high heeled shoes, too, and it was as though she

had to learn how to walk all over again. But her sister had laughed and

said she would teach her when she came to live with them, and that Albert

might even teach her to become his secretary. Karen could not believe

it at first, and everytime she thought of it, she felt hot all over with joy.

"We had better be going before the sun gets too high," her mother

said. "We'll barely make it home for milking time."

Karen's father wiped off his long black whiskers on the back of

his sleeve, and Karen asked for the reins for the rest of the trip. The
rough leather in her hands felt good and strong. It gave her something to

hold onto. She was good with the horses, and they liked her.

Suddenly, her father put his hard hand on her shoulder and, looking

proudly at his wife and daughter, said, "Our Karen here will make a fine

farmer's wife," as though it was all settled. His black eyes glanced ap-

provingly over Karen's dark face and strong body.

"How about it, girl?" Karen did not like to be called "girl,"

although it was his way of telling her that he loved her. "Well," he

went on, "What do you say, girl, have you made your wedding plans yet?"

Karen enjoyed speeding the horses. It made her feel good and wild.

Her father continued, "You know, I and mother have been making plans,"

(Karen knew that her mother did not have much to do with making his

plans; that was the reason why he always put himself first, "You see,

mother and I," (this time he reversed it), "are getting older, and you

and Fred next door would make a fine pair. As soon as I get the Schulte

land, you and Fred can go ahead," his eyes shining happily, partly from

anticipation of success.

Karen did not like Fred. He was a big bully and bragged about the

richest farm he would have whenever he decided to get Karen and her

father's land.

Instead she answered, "But he never courted me. He's taken up

with the girl from the dairy." "That doesn't matter," the farmer said,

"He doesn't want to marry a dairy; he wants land, good land, a lot of

land. Think, Karen, you'll be as rich as Thea."

Karen jumped up, solidly balancing her feet, cracking the whip

through the air with such force that the horses leaped up in surprise.

Furiously she chased them over the dirt road as though the devil was

after her.

"Don't you see," she shouted, bending sideways toward her father,

"I don't want that peacock, and I don't want your land, nor your house,

nor anybody else's. All I want is to go and live with Thea and Albert."

Abruptly she pulled up the horses and sat down.

She was breathing hard. Hesitantly she looked at her father. Full

of bitterness and anger he turned his face away from her.

"Father, there is nothing you can do. I've made up my mind."

She had seen him like this once before, that night, when she was

7?



little and the whole harvest burned down. She felt so ashamed and wounded
inside, but she could not help it, and she would not change her mind.

"Mother?" she turned around, "You understand, don't you?"
Her mother said nothing. She sat stiff and terribly erect, silent

and proud.

"You know," Karen went on, "Thea and I thought, perhaps you

could sell everything. We could buy you a little house with an orchard

near where we are going to live, and you wouldn't have to work so hard

anymore. We could all be together again. Why don't you both think about

it?" she said hopefully.

Her mother's face did not show what she felt. She simply answered,

"You cannot transplant an old tree."

Dies Jiia

The sky folds like a scroll

And stars fall

Like unripe fruits, shaken.

Kings, slaves, and freeman

No mountains, no islands,

no pall

But was removed from all.

Who can stand his ground

When the ghostly clarion sounds?

SISTER MARY OF ST. MARCIA, R.G.S.
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Cradlesong

SHARON BRANDY

Today is orange and white. There is the bare slivered sun still

suspended in the warm shadowed evening. Soon it will drop and sink

into its browned earth grave. The world will then be still. And dark.

I am alone with the cradle on the cold grey porch. I left the canning

bubbling on the stove, and came out here to watch the new evening. I

can still see Jim and the children walking down the bend in the road. He
looks so tired — like the old eucalyptus tree that sags on the green

mossed floor. A few minutes ago he was standing beside me in the

kitchen, saying, "I'll take the kids over to Tucker's place to see the new
puppies today. Then you'll have a chance to rest, Janie." They left me
just now, their footsteps echoing down the pebbled road. Look at John

and Richard teasing and dancing around Jim like two thistles blown in

the wind. Now they're trying to coax him to walk faster. Poor Jim.

Why does he look so sad and somber?

Our third child was born last week. This is his cradle. Swinging

back and forth in the breeze. It swirls grey puffs of dust around the bottom

rungs of the lattice and into the cracks along the porch. I sit here,

holding a patchwork quilt on my lap. The tiny hand-worked stitches lock

the colored patterns together. It has a blue square from Ricky's shirt;

there's a patch from the red lining of Jim's denim jacket; and even a

piece from Mama's gingham apron over here.

I remember other orange and white days, when there were red wagons
and mudpies and shoebox purses. There was no sequence then; a day was
dotted with kites, or a day was held with warm woolen mittens, treasured.

Or a day was worn with red overshoes. Then it was full of blue morning

glories, and white sheets flying in the breeze. And new grass fluffed

green. Then a day was yellow, spilling onto my bare back and legs. The
world was in harmony, then; the earth, the sea, the sky. And I melted

into this harmony, and was part of it.

The canning ritual came with the warm mellowing sunshine. We
would stand around the apricot in our backyard behind the kitchen window
and watch the lucky one whose turn it was to climb the tree and fill

the silver pail that swung from the nearest branch with ripe apricots. The
pungent smell of the plump fruit filtered down through the tree leaves.

Today was different from the others because it marked the beginning of

the season. It was the day when the trees were their heaviest with fruit.

But the ritual would always follow the same sequence: climb the tree,

shinny out on the thick sturdy branches, separate the ripe orangeness

from the too-new green, fling them into the empty-mouthed pail.

Each time the cold winters would come, the tree would stand naked,

only a corpse surrounded by white drapery. But this death sleep was
always broken by the veiled greenness of Spring. The tree was covered

with white veined blossoms that gave way to the newer life of small
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budded knots. Finally, when the tree was again splashed in new orange-

ness, we would take turns and climb.

The day you gave me my own tree, Mama, it was sagging, drenched

in round ripe appricots. I, draped in white satin, took the tree and put

it with the other gifts. "How odd," they said, "How quaint that she

should give her daughter a tree on her wedding day." And they chatted

on, never knowing. That's the way in a small town, Mama. Everybody
talks about everybody else's business. No one really knows. But I

knew this tree was a gift. Your gift. And freely given.

"Will the whiteness and orangeness come to this tree?" I asked.

And you answered, "You can trust the tree. Already it has a sturdy

straight trunk. These branches will loom out and open into the blue

whiteness of sky. The core of all seedlife is structured in brown thick-

ness. The seed is there, the fruit, the sap. The cycle is never ending.

Be patient and watch. Feel the need for each thing to grow at a different

pace."

I remember the cold blackness of another night; the stops, the

starts of that mad ride to the white professional hospital. This third

time it happened too fast. The wet rain pouring down, the thick oozing

mud, the wind tearing wildly. Where was Jim? I needed him. He had

always been with me before. He didn't answer my calling. My pleas.

Why did they make him leave early this time?

I came home last week. It was strange and quiet. I entered a

vacuum; I could sense neither the top nor the bottom to the void. I was
grateful for the task that lay at hand, preparation for the canning season.

A hundred routine chores fill my vacuum now; they eat away my time.

The tree stands ready in apricot fullness, casting shadowed tones

across my lap where I hold my baby's quilt. I fold it up, and return it

to lie in the cradle, deprived of covering the life expected.

The cradle rocks, too lightly now.

14



A Kusk

Of

Wings

SISTER EDWIN MARIE, CSJ

A rush of wings, once tangled silver green

Becomes black opal spilling through the light

In terror throbbing freedom flees the bright

Enticing ache of moon mist's silver sheen.

Held deep beneath enyielding rigid shroud

Of glassy liquids brittle, barren lie,

A crusty, splintered mockery of the sky;

The warm flow weeps to leap and shout outloud.

The dark child clinging fiercely to the bark

Leans toward the damp sweet fragrance by the earth

And mingling springs confusion in his mirth

Fears and desires — the torrent of the lark

Against the light clear targets fall in blood

As thundering floes announce the raging flood.
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A Question Of Cove

MARY ANN STOCKER

The Hymn in Honour of Love and the Hymn of Heavenly Love by

Edmund Spenser revolve about a theme of love, dealing with the questions

of the nature of love, the origin of love, the power of love, the effect of

love, the place of the lover in love, and the place of love in the universe.

In this paper I would like to show how the two hymns in answering the

the above questions develop the theme of love in a spiral of images be-

ginning on the mythological level with a contrast between lust and earthly

love, and transcending in the second hymn to a Christian spiritual level

with the contrast of earthly love and divine love. In each hymn the duality

of love, the suffering experienced by the lover and the eventual purifica-

tion of his love, is shown through the images of fire, light, and flight.

The images of fire and light are interwoven to demonstrate both the de-

structive torments and the perfecting guidance of love. The images of

flight complete the pattern showing the lover capable of soaring to great

heights of perfection, but always under the danger of falling for reasons

of imperfections.

In the first hymn, the Hymn in Honour of Love, Spenser shows the

origin of Love from a mythological background and develops the impor-

tance of love on a realistic and practical level. The tone of the first

hymn is set by the word "tyrannize" and this mood is continued by the

images of love as a flame. Love is called a "new flame" (2:1) which

Dost tyrannize in every weaker part;

.... Zcausing7

. . . many hearts to bleed
Of mightyvictors, with wide wounds imbrued
And by ZitsJ7 cruel darts . . . subdued. (1:4; 2:5-7)

Love on this first level is a series of conflicts resulting from its duality.

It is a force which tyrannizes the author, but one which he begs "over-

spread me with the shadow of thy gentle wings" (3:6). "Wings" here

introduces the image of flight. It is important for its relation to the

mythological fable of Icarus, whose wings allowed him to soar to the

very edges of heaven itself, but in an irony of fate, caused his destruc-

tion. The two aspects of flight parallel the two aspects of love, for love

Edmund Spenser, "Four Hymns," The Shepherd's Calendar and
other Poetry, (New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1932). In

this paper the Hymn of Heavenly Love will be referred to as the second
hymn, although in the collection it appears third. Direct quotations from

the works will be cited in the text of the paper by reference to stanza
and verse.
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on the natural level uplifts the lover imparting meaning to his life, but

also causes agonies thus reducing his life to a tormenting hell.

The creation of the universe is related through the Cupid who
personifies love:

And, taking to him wings of his own heat,

Kindled at first from heaven's life-giving fire

He gan to move out of his idle seat;
Weakly at first, but after with desire
Lifted aloft, he gan to mount up higher
And like a fresh eagle, make his hardy flight

Through all that great wide waste, yet wanting light. (10: 1-7)

In a unity of the three images, fire, light, and flight, Spenser skillfully

shows the beginning of love. The mythological story has a direct parallel

on the natural level, i.e., the beginning of earthly love within man himself.

Love begins weakly at first, increases with desire, and mounts higher and

higher. Spenser prepares the reader for a climaxing image by introducing

the image of the eagle making his flight. However, the climax is one of

a "great wide waste, yet wanting light." This contrast operates on three

levels: on the literal level it shows the unordered state of the universe

before love unites it; on the personal level, it shows the duality of love

itself in aspects of uplifting and disappointing; and finally on a level

which relates to the second hymn, it gives the reader a hint of the inade-

quacy of mere earthly love, and inadequacy which is realized and directly

expressed at the end of the first hymn.

In the fifteenth stanza, Spenser turns from the mythological to

consider the relation of love to the human lover. Here for the first time

the difference between love and lust is made through the images of love

as fire. This difference results in the elevated statue of love and the

lover.

Through secret sparks of his infused fire

Which in the barren cold he doth inspire
Thereby they all do live, and moved are

To multiply the likeness of their kind,
Whilst they seek only, without further care,

To quench the flame which they in burning find;

But man, that breathes a more immortal mind,
Not for lust's sake, but for eternity,

Seeks to enlarge his lasting progeny. (14: 6-7; 15: 1-7)

Love then is shown in its two aspects, the perfecting aspect of love

which allows man to look beyond himself (this is true human love, or

earthly love as it is referred to in this paper), and the imperfect aspect

which is lust and which serves only to destroy man.

The poet now considers earthly love in the context of courtly-love

and the courtly-lover. Love's duality is further shown through images of

light and fire. Although love is a guiding force which enables man to rise

above the level of lust in his desire for another:

Some sparks remaining of that heavenly fire,

He is enlumined with that goodly light,

Unto like goodly semblant to aspire;

Therefore in choice of love he doth desire
That seems on earth most heavenly to embrace. (16: 2-6)

it is still:

. . . that, whose lamp doth yet remain
Fresh burning in the image of their eye,
They design to see, and seeing it still die. (19: 5-7)

This agonizing aspect of love is further heightened by an image of love
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as fire:

. . . kindled flame in all their inner parts,

Which sucks the blood, and drinketh up the life

Of careful wretches with consuming grief. (18: 5-7)

As long as love is imperfect it will cause grief.

But why must man suffer the torments of love, Spenser asks. The
answer is that it is only through such trials that the lover may purify his

love from lust. Love lifts the lover "out of the lowly dust / on golden

plumes up to the purest sky" (26: 2-3), while lust "Of his weak wings

dare not to heaven fly / But like a moldwarp in the earth doth lie" (26:

6-7). This concept of purification and elevation of love completes the

uplifting aspect of love's duality. Here love is a force which newly fash-

ions the mind "Unto a fairer form" (28: 4). Perfected earthly love does

not kill the lover with frustrations leaving him in a hell of torments, but

"Carriest him to that which he hath eyes / Through seas, through flames,

through thousand swords and spears" (33: 3-4). The lover is thus purified

of selfish desires, and happiness is found in viewing the beloved and

pleasing her.

The scope of the hymn is now reviewed through a repetition of three

images: the agonizing sufferings of the lover's hell, the mythological

personages, and the uplifting desire to sing the praises of love. The
lover must be wary of the passions which attack love itself: envy, fear, and

jealousy, for these also can cast the lover into a hell of torments. But

like all torments, these also allow the lover to purify his love and even-

tually he may enter heaven and rest in the bosom of Pleasure:

Through pains of purgatory
Dost bear /the lovej;7 unto . . . bliss and heaven's glory. (40: 6-7)

The torments and purification lead the lover to the heights of heaven

where he finds attainment in Pleasure. This is the "wished scope / Of
his desire" (43: 3-4). Pleasure as the ultimate goal, however, is as

contrasting an image as the falling Icarus or the eagle who finds only the

great wide waste. These images are designed to give the reader a sense

of inadequacy, for Spenser has remained on the earthly level, and has not

presented the entire picture of love. Indeed he acknowleges this in the

last two stanzas by the use of such terms as "that ever I might," "to

come at length, "and "then would I sing;" which denote future perfections

of love not yet attained. The hymn ends joyfully with references which

will take on new meaning in the second hymn on a new level, Christian

spiritualism.

. . . dear lord . . .

Then would I sing of thine immortal praise
An heavenly hymn, such as the angels sing,

And thy triumphant name then would I raise

'Bove all the gods. (44: 1-4)

In his second hymn to love, Spenser does not retract the first hymn

but, in fact, builds upon the images and in his own words from the intro-

duction, "reforms" it. This is accomplished by transferring the literal

levels from the mythological to the Christian spiritual. This hymn begins

with the image of wings; it is love's golden wings which will lift the

lover

Far above feeble reach of earthly sight
That /He7thereof an heavenly hymn may sing
Unto the God of Love, high heaven's king. (1: 5-7)

This passage sets the time for the hymn. Like the first it is an attempt
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to fly, but here the goal is "those admirable things / Which there thou

workest by thy sovereign might" (1: 3-4), which is a direct contrast to

the "great wide waste" of the first hymn. This is also an introduction

for the theme: divine love which enables the lover to rise from the base

world into a participation in divine life. As in the first hymn, the nar-

rative of love operates on two levels, both in the character of Love, who
is Christ, and within the earthly lover. Both Love (who is Christ) and

love ^ progresses through pain and suffering to find perfection, not in

pleasure but in the act of pleasing, the self-sacrifice of the lover to his

love. In the Hymn of Heavenly Love the image of love as fire is replaced

by images of love as light. In a parallel to the first hymn where love is

the light which raises man from animalistic lust to earthly love, love

as light, divine light, raises the earthly love to the height of spiritual

love. After the purification of love, which is obtained through suffering,

love at the conclusion of the second hymn again bursts into flame, but

with a mystical flame which enkindles but does not consume.

With the introduction of the eternal Godhead around which this

third hymn is to revolve, love becomes the force which activates even

the divine nature:

That High Eternal Power, which not doth move
In all these things, moved in itself by love. (4: 6-7)

Spenser reevaluates his first concept of love as expressed in the first

hymn with the lines:

In praise of that mad fit which fools call love,

I have in th' heat of youth made heretofore; (2: 2-3)

He reproves "those follies" and

Sith now that heat is quenched, quench my blame
And in her ashes shroud my dying shame; (3: 4-5)

Thus only ashes remain of the tyrannizing flame which threatened even

the life of the lover. Love here becomes creative and moves the Father

to increase his glory through the creation of the triunial aspect of the

Godhead. Images of Love as light are used to introduce the Holy Spirit

who is seen as "pure lamp of light" (7: 1), and Christ who is called the

"Child of Light" (12: 6), and later to emphasize the unity of the Godhead,

"Lamp of Light" (25: 2).

The personification of love by Cupid in the first hymn is taken by

the person of Christ, "the eldest son and heir" (5: 3) to the Eternal

Power. Through the person of Christ, Spenser contrasts love with a

lower form of love, transforming the "love:lust" contrast in the first

hymn to an earthly love: divine love contrast. The duality of love itself,

the uplifting and the tormenting is shown within Love itself.

Before the main body of the hymn, Spenser asks for inspiration

turning from the muses which were called in the first hymn, to the Holy

Spirit, an important point in emphasizing the transformation and elevation

of this second hymn.

Eternal spring of grace and wisdom true,

. . . give me words equal unto my thought
To tell the marvels by thy mercy wrought. (7: 2-7)

^This distinction is maintained throughout the remainder of the

paper.
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Resuming the theme of the irailty of the lover caught by the power

of love, Spenser introduces the difference between the perfection of

divine love and the inadequacy of any lesser love with the narrative of

the creation of the angels, creatures with "nimble wings to cut the skies"

(10: 3). They are creatures who know no sorrow, no duality of love

because their love is not divided but is at one with the force which gave
them life and love. "Darkness there appeareth never" (11: 3), until

pride divides their love and damns them to hell. Now they are in the

lover's torment, both literally in the physical reality of the "lake of

damned fire" (13: 5), and figurately with regard to their distance from

the beloved, a state relating to the courtly-lover's hell, and leaves them

"hating the happy light from which they fell" (13: 7).

Man too follows the plight of the angels:

. . . forgetful of his Maker's grace
No less than angels whom he did ensue
Fell from the hope of promised heavenly place. (18: 1-3)

Here again Spenser emphasizes the inadequacy of the human condition

in and by itself. This is hinted at in the first hymn and here is used in

the spiritual sense to account for the coming of the Son of God to earth

to atone for the sins of man and to provide the means to purify and elevate

man's earthly love.

Spenser takes the images of love's tormenting the lover as presented

in the first hymn and inverts them in the second hymn. Here Love itself

is being tormented and in this is shown, ironically, the justification for

all the torments of love on all the other levels which are inferior to this

Divine Love. How much like the rejected courtly-lover, but ever so much
more, is the description of Love's sufferings:

He taken was, betrayed and false accused;
How with most scornful taunts and fell despights,
He was reviled, disgraced, and foul abused;
How scourged, how crowned, how buffeted, how brused;
And lastly, how 'twixt robbers crucified,

With bitter wounds through hands, through feet, and side. (35: 2-7)

Purification is attained through this sacrifice of Love. It is a purification

of man from his sin of disobedience to the Source of Love, and it is a

purification of love itself, for now all forms of love may find purpose and

importance through union with and subjection to the perfection of Divine

Love.

The contrasts and divisions of love are united in the final images

of the hymn. Through the person of Christ who has suffered love's tor-

ments for all men, each man is set free, free to give himself "unto him

full and free / That full and freely gave himself" (38: 6-7). Man is fated

to live his life upon earth and thus no image of physical flying would offer

a concrete resolution to the problem of the two aspects of love. Spenser

transforms the image, calling on man to "Lift up thy mind to th' Author

of thy weal" (37: 4), so that "Then thy ravished soul inspired be / With

heavenly thoughts far above human skill" (41: 1-2). With his mind firmly

united to the source of Love the lover may find perfection and attainment

in pleasing the Lord of Love through union with him. Thus here, attain-

ment is found in pleasing rather than in pleasure, and self-sacrifice

replaces self-gratification.

The light of Divine Love, which has illuminated man throughout the

hymn, now bursts into flame, not to damn man to torments, but to "Inflame

with love, and set /fiirny all on fire / With burning zeal" (39: 4-5). Far
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from consuming man it illuminates his spirit, and blinding his eyes to

earthly desires, it enables his "bright radiant eyes /to/ plainly see / TV
Idea of his pure glory" (41: 3-4). It is a fire which possesses all the

passion and flame aspect of the fire in the first hymn, for man's very

soul is enkindled with it, and likewise possesses all the qualities of

light, enabling man not only to see in the guiding sense by its light, but

to see in the knowing sense by realizing the divine mysteries.

Thus in a spiral of images, Spenser unites the two hymns. With a

framework of the creation story--one mythological and one Christian-

Spenser weaves with the images of fire, light, and flight to show the

effects of love on the individual. The duality of love, the uplifting

quality and the agonizing quality, is examined in every aspect. In each

hymn suffering accompanies love and a resolution of the dilemma develops

the concept of purification. In the final hymn it is Love that suffers in

order to set man free, free to fly to heavenly heights without the fear of

torments. The final images of fire and light culminate the image spiral.

In the Hymn in Honour of Love, love which began as fire tyrannizing the

lover and giving only a trace of guiding light, is seen in the Hymn of

Heavenly Love to be pure light and that love, which, when embraced by

the lover, becomes a life giving fire to enkindle his soul.

Zhe Mountains

flear And Dark

Gone pomegranate ripeness fruit mellowness

numb dumb

grief-swelling

Now slate grey black hills trees

Great open gaping and warm wound is

deep

and your silence.

Should you touch me I become

Hail beaten fern

great heavy stone.

MICHELLE LUNDBORG
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Dante's Vestibule

Pin-striped pleated smile slit open the door,

"P.R. special service from the Big Ice.

Light's out — step on the ramp — button breezed flow — nice our

Goodyear river huh? — smooth as a tongue. Eyes

left — that's the Group over there. That's right

roll the rhythm for our guest, lift glass-smile-sip-lower —
twirl-pick — lift-smile. And there're the night

girls — Together now, roll down red roller . . .

Don't spill the coffee! yank it out — up hair down roller — nice.

Hey don't look there — turtlenecks carving on swelling stomachs:

'When you come in put hope on ice.'

No — look at the here-honk-blinking grey concrete tracks."

There they rushed together, eyes lit, smoke ooze

in mouth — running from the hail pellets of Dristan and No-Doze.

DIANE DE ANDA
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Zhe blasphemer

HILDEGARDE MOONEY

There, surrounded by a doleful wood,

Upon a ground like hot Sahara sand

Were naked souls together in a band;

Most ran about, but others sat or stood.

But no position or evasion could

Keep off the fiery flakes which still did

land

And burned the eye, the ear, the head or

hand —

A torture which could not be understood.

Yet lying there amidst the raining fire,

And hurling blasphemies against the sky

Was one great shade, a repentless contra-Deus,

Who said, "I fear no power, no wrath, no ire.

As I was alive, so am I dead. And fie!

I'll still swear on, for I am Capaneus."
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Jreskmen

"Dante

hfernal 7ate

PAMELA HARVEY
I
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No celestial lights as those of circles higher

Or dreamy eyed souls enclosed in spirits frail

Here gaze at skies in shades of rose so pale

Or hear the voices of angelic choir

But lashing light from tongues of orange-glow fire

And somber shades whose deeds on earth did fail

Now suffer behind a smoky veil

With fallen devils whose torments never tire.

you whose passions unstilled within you fought

While on the earth that now you hold so dear,

Who never to the next life gave a thought

Until the face of cold death was so near,

Read now your fate upon the gates you sought:

"Abandon every hope who enter here."
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A journey

I sought the chance to wander without care,

to weep at bitter love and passion's fire;

I thought of Thisbe's veil and Dido's pyre,

of lives of straw and hungry hearts — despair.

I dreamed perhaps of blind diversion there

in idle tales that stifle man's desire

to scale the height to which all hearts aspire —
a breath of asphodel then sighed: beware.

So warned I chose another path and found

infernal pits, undying cold, the blast

of hate; but soon I left and then made mine

the verdant spiral, penitential ground,

where love surrounds, enflames, and frees. At last

I stopped and breathed the scent of rose divine.

CATHERINE BEDNAR

n
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faferno 1923

LIL MILEWSKI

"Abandon every hope, who enter here!"

the caption read. The piano notes plinked higher

and ladies clenched their fingers tight in fear.

/ feared that flying shade was on a wire.

The next projector ran a film of lust.

A line of shades were blasted to and fro;

with mangled stares the suffered every thrust,

while I in boredom wished to leave the show.

But, thinking I would give my dime its worth,

I tried the screening of a fat old chap

who, round and puffy, gave a little mirth

'til punctured, he collapsed, a rubbish scrap.

I left the show, my intellect in pain,

to try the silent movie house on Main.
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Krunetto Catini

KATHLEEN HAVERICK

In this dark place we mourn the stars we've lost,

While flaming rain falls down on burning san(J.

No fruit grows here, to remind us of the cost

Of madly thwarting what the Power planned.
I I \ X
I I \ %

They came, two travelers, cruelly curious.

And we gazed back with sharpened tailors'-eyes,

In hate from pain most just and furious^

In this dark land where burning, no one dies.

I knew the man; he spoke my name too well.

I warned of those who would hate and exile him.

He praised my work of old and lit my hell.
|

'T/ie Treasury,** begged I, "Do not let that grow dim."

Not like one who loses, through the fire I run.

For having lived and chosen, is to have woiy
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,4 {Journey's Kest

I have come from Hell, so red

with blood and fire, so tempest tossed

that souls are twisting, burning, dead.

My heart cries out for those men, lost.

I am where the sun brings light.

My guide wipes from my eyes and face

The dirt and grime and dust, the blight

And horrid stench of Man disgraced.

A hoary soul that history knows

Had chosen death to save his state,

Tells of this land where all regrows;

This bright-faced guardian of its gate.

I would like to tarry here

But I must go, for God is near.

LINDA CLARKE
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Zo Wake And
9

r
eel Day flot Dark:

Mopkins' Psychology
KATHRYN KENYON

It is true that men are governed by God, but this is certainly not the

only principle by which they live. So far as environment and circumstance

permit, men are governed by themselves, by their experiences, and by the

degrees of knowledge they gain through these experiences.

In the poem / wake and feel the fell of dark, Hopkins wraps himself,

symbolically, in the skin of Everyman, becoming the universal avowal of

man's wildest torment. He cries out with pain from one stage of suffering

to another, showing man's emotional progression toward a better under-

standing of himself, of God, and of the world, yet at the same time effect-

ing a catharsis of belief that brings both spiritual and sensual awarenesses

together in a culmination of new experiences and new knowledge.

The torment, whatever a man may blame for his unhappy state,

remains largely him Self, and characteristically, Hopkins is deep in the

mire of his own self-dark from the poem's opening.

I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day.
What hours, what black hours we have spent
This night! what sights, you, heart saw; ways you went!
And more must, in yet longer light's delay.

Equally characteristic, Hopkins speaks, not of what he knows, but of

what he feels, feeling the fell of dark with the soul's fingertips. He is

concentrating on himself and on the enormous pain he feels, being entirely

Self, only aware of Self enclosed within the hideous fell of despair,

thoroughly enshrouded, as it were. To his way of thinking, there is nothing

else in the world but this gloom. It is the chamber of a black heart

pumping black blood in the depth of despair, leaving Hopkins at the level

of a sensual-soul. By this, I mean the soul's ambiguity. Being separable

neither from body nor intellect, the soul appears a meaningful sublimation

of both, where instinct— intuition—and rational powers are housed in

man. This instinct is both biological and psychological, and is, at any

rate, directed toward survival whether physical or mental. Man instinc-

tively aspires to right what is unbalanced or incomplete within him, e.g.

to security and harmony within environment. Soul is the immaterial desir-

ing the immaterial, yet Hopkins' underveloped soul still uses senses. He
wakes and feels dark; he sees; he goes black ways this night; And more

must as though his soul walks in a continuous night.

But the existence of something beyond darkness is suggested by

the fact that Hopkins says / wake. He says this in spite of the black,

and ...in yet longer light's delay, he admits that peace is within reach,

insinuating light will come eventually after its delay, while meantime his

eyes look into darkness and he lies thinking of the possibility that despair

can disappear.

Each experience changes a man slightly insofar as it brings new
knowledge with it, and once this is perceived, he cannot return to the
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previous unknowing state. This is Hopkins' position and one can sym-

pathize with him. He has admitted light's existence and is torn between

the ambivalence of it: the dread of breaking a habit with what is familiar;

and his desire to leave the known hehind for something better yet un-

certain.

When he wakes to await the light, Hopkins is intuiting its advent.

There is no suggestion of its appearance amidst the dark in the first

quatrain. Yet in intuiting, Hopkins is far more aware and capable of

of response than he seems to realise. Intuition is a knowledge which

comes without reason; it is a feeling and an abstract touch of what is

real. So although Hopkins wakes and feels dark, within the second syl-

lable he has already stated the first hopeful word in a so-called sonnet

of desolation.

The first real progression comes, however, when he looks back in

retrospection of Self, and through doing so comes to a broader emotional

development. He thinks of something far outside his misery—God.

With witness I speak this. But where I say
Hours I mean years, mean life. And my lament
Is cries countless, cries like dead letters sent
To dearest him that lives alas! away.

This is the recognition of his goal, God. But Dearest him lives...

away. Hopkins is convinced God does not hear his cries, yet he does

not reproach Him, still calling Him clearest. For Hopkins to reproach God

would be to desecrate what he loved most; instead he addresses God as

being the reason for his distress: my cries are like dead letters sent to

him. The situation almost deserves despair when he cries out to a seem-

ing nothing. He is psychologically deprived of part of himself as nothing

out there receives the cries he hopefully emits. There is a giving in-

volved but no receiving, deadening his attempts. Yet, in a sense, some-

thing does become extant when conceived, and Hopkins is convinced God
out there does not hear him. When this recognition of something outside

the Self is evident, he has gained the first degree out of the dark and

self-despair. He is beginning to believe something simply by implying

he is not the only being in his existence.

Although the belief is far from steadfast and Hopkins is still too

aware of himself as seen in the concentration of self description, his

laments pitifully cry out his desire for cessation of the unending hell in

reaching out to something too high above him. He is still in a seeming

hell because he is driven merely by desire, not by understanding, to God.

Hopkins talks of the search for light lasting over a lifetime, / mean

years, mean life. This is comparable to C. S. Lewis' hell that only

claims one crack in the total space on earth. The immensity of hell is

its master consumption of emotions. Yet in the total space of time, one

life of suffering is as small as that crack. But in this same sense, Hopkins

keeps himself in hell. His is a fear of coming out of the dark he knows.

He has been enclosed within it for such a long time that it has grown

habitual to him and as it is true of any habit, it is difficult to change.

Still, he is now at least looking outside himself.

The greatest stride forward is when he personally accepts his

responsibility in his own misery.

I am gall, I am heartburn. God's most deep decree
Bitter would have me taste: my taste was me;
Bones built in me, flesh filled, blood brimmed the curse.
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This is definitely an upswing in his emotions. It is a breaking through

from the black. He is aware that he can govern himself to a degree and

that all the fault does not lie in God, that he is partly responsible for

what happens to himself insofar as he can open or close himself to belief.

But the universal difficulty arises out of the desire itself. Just wanting

is not enough. Hopkins wants God yet does not know how to go about

attaining Him.

First he bemoaned his spiritual solitude and cried within the walls

of it. Then he recognised his object being outside himself, yet he reached

to it and gave it a name, God. So Hopkins is affirmed that It is there.

Once he has seen this far outside his Self misery, he is capable of seeing

where fault lies. Though however hard he seems to grope, there appears

no end to the black. But there is. The end is after light's delay, and it

will come when he is bold enough to look around the corner of his dark

room. Thus far, only recognising what he wants, he cries to the window.

My taste was me. This is the third step in the soul's development;

this is its awakening to itself, and now environment takes on a different

perspective. Hopkins sees it as it actually is, not as he had imagined it,

and so he pays himself the first debt of responsibility in recognising the

first truth amid all this ugly, rending black, for his taste was indeed him-

self. Consequently, despair is, little by little, lessening its rule over

him. He can think for himself rather than be carried in a tide of torment.

Bones, flesh, blood all culminate together. They are almost the

three elements of government. The bones are the empty man, the structure

awaiting entirety; blood is despair which can flow, as has been seen, so

swiftly it completely envelops man. Flesh is light putting meaning into

the waiting bones, and now, in Hopkins, the three have come together in

advent of peace. He knows the hell without it only too well and will thus

more readily see the real thing when it arrives.

The final stage is in his ability to see God and other people as well

as himself. And the final note of hope appears when he sees other people

are actually worse off than himself.

Selfyeast of spirit a dull dough sours. I see
The lost are like this, and their scourge to be
As I am mine, their sweating selves; but worse.

Selfyeast of spirit as a dull dough sours, is self accusation. The yeast

of self ought to rise. It is the determination and the hope which keeps

man living through the best and worst of times, yet in a dull self where

the Self has receded inside its own being, hope will shrivel and sour.

But Hopkins' soul, this centre of determination, has not entirely done so,

for he sees other people, and when he not only sees but acknowledges

them as well, he himself knows he has not reached the bottom of black-

ness; there is farther to go in both directions, up and down.

He says the lost. Does this imply he is no longer lost? that he has

belief? He goes on farther to say that their punishment is their sweating

selves. The lost are like this... (as I am) but worse. He uses the present

tense which would suppose he puts himself among them except that he

talks of them and of himself separately. In the poem's first quatrain, he

used sense images and in this tercet, he speaks of the spirit. He is not

speaking in terms of what he feels but of what he knows and can thus say

authoritively that the lost are like this. They are and he knows.

This is a hopeful conclusion to the entire poem. From the beginning

when he could see nothing but his misery, to the present, where he is
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aware of someone else's sorrow is a long step and one which can only

continue to go forward. The emotions are a natural phenomena and occur

within natural limitations. But through experiencing new situations the

limits are widened and better understanding is possible.

Hopkins' broadened perspective is a theophany of a sort. It is an

inward revelation to the soul, but the outcome is his becoming a new
person. Once he has seen that Light exists, he cannot forget, and hence

he cannot recede into the black of night again so completely as before.

By suffering he has passed through the darkest part of his own soul and

he is richer in his knowledge of himself, the world, and of God, and his end

is attained. He reached his desire simply by learning to believe; his

cries were silenced and sated in Light's fullness, though the union he

will is yet to come. One of the aspects of this Light was merely to come
out of himself, and he has done so. Now he rules himself.

Erudition (Jets

A Slap Jn Zhe ?ace

All the jolly-good comebacker quacks

Reenter the vats of row-lined stacks

To deftly dare to dare again,

And gasp while grasping Erewhon

For the second, third or forth time 'round

To reread with speed for something profound

That was missed amidst a previous perusal

Only again to obtain a refusal

From a clarion Librarian whose tone should be subtler

When objecting to anyone reading Samuel Butler.

JACKIE PETRAS
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Coolidge,

Arizona'. $une 1964

brown gilding gold

and sometimes mountains

surprising out of the green of cactus

and once

a snake in the desert

but always the brown gilding gold

and green and blue of sky

in a column blurring

the surprise of mountains

disturbing the flat

brown gold green rows

and cement ditches

and the constant hum
of coolers of fans

of cars going around

around and through

the three stoplights on Coolidge Avenue
Arizona Boulevard

the headlights on empty streets dark

stores dark houses and

sometimes another car

surprising out of the gray of asphalt

until only speckled gray of sky

and no green no gold only gray

gilding the brown

and once

a snake in the desert

MICHELE MAYOTTE
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Independence Day

Sonnet

CAROLE ROUNDS

The sun patterned patches on the moist

crabgrass as we arrived at the river.

It was the Fourth of July and I shivered

with morning gooseflesh. He hoisted

a blanket, a swollen mellon and weiners

on to the bank and lifted patched inner tubes

from the bicycle racks. The river brooded,

bubbled over the smooth pebble skimmers

and threw raw foam against granite boulders.

Hugged by our black belly-round floats,

we drifted downstream into remote

sullen pools and were lifted into thick currents. Cold

fruit dripped down our chins and he licked

my fingers. A color-branded sky raged over our picnic.
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"Zkc fault Will Ke

Jh Zhe Music, Cousin"
"Yes Come" — First Prize

Cabrini Contest

$200
MICHELLE LUNDBORG (In Dec. Westwords)

Gerald John Tomis was an oboe, no question of it. Six feet, five

inches tall, dressed always in sleeked slim black suits, white shirts, thin

black ties, vest sweaters with shiny black buttons, always the shiny black

buttons that were the tops of the oboe Gerald John Tomis. He never

walked really, he flowed from curb to sidewalk, up and down stairs,

aloofly, regally, not unlike the oboe solo in a Scarlatti concerto. His

neck was at least as long as the length from my wrist to my elbow, and

the plum of his Adam's apple throbbed when he talked; rather like an

oboe in the low registers. He had hands like Edith Sitwell, long with

fingers finely formed, nails perfectly rounded. And his hands, like his

face always shone with the patina of an oboe, although I suppose it was
really the gloss of Old Spice. And Old Spice was the scent that floated

with him, but it never adequately covered a faintly musty smell that

hovered with him also, the smell of the dusty red velvet seamed and

shiny with age, inside an old old oboe case. Gerald John Tomis was def-

initely an oboe.

I came to know him because he sang bass, rather like an oboe, in

my Aunt Evelyne's choir. My Aunt was a lovely, poised woman, an ex-

cellent musician. When her husband died, he died in the Cape Cod home
they had just built, a home brick and shrubbery heavy, a home that was
a whole note and demanded the attention of the eye against the purple

allegretto of the mountains. There were four children when he died, and

when the funeral was finally over, and when the relatives finally went

home, and when at last all the condolence cassarole dishes were returned,

when things began to find their harmony, she found that the fifth child

was swelling, avacado like, within her.

She was amazing, my Aunt, and cried hard for only one long day

before she began selling pianos and organs for Mr. Hyland, who in the

old days used to be an organ grinder and still kept the monkey named

Clarence in the back of the store. She also took over the Church choir, a

rather disreputable group, until with her typical techniques of pot luck

dinners, gifts of homemade bread, elaborately planned spontaneous con-

certs at home (each little scheme squeezed and thought over like the

choice of tomatoes until one seemed just about right) she transposed the

Divine Redeemer Choir into a group of musicians, the finest in the city.

They loved my Aunt Evelyne ferociously, because she helped them

to become the vocalists they had always wanted to be, and because she

was delightful. On winter nights she would trudge out into the snow
with a big thermos of spiced cider, and a pocketful of saran wrapped

brownies. And the choir would sit there in the loft, drinking and eating,

singing the little nonsense songs she was always writing. Not that it was
easy for her—the fifth baby was a tremendous watermelon between her
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and the keys of the organ, and having to sit back from the organ so far,

her feet barely reached the pedals. But five, six, seven, eight, nine

months pregnant notwithstanding, my Aunt Evelyne plumbed the depths

of "Mother Dear Pray for Me," and "Sweet Agnes, Holy Child," and

"Joseph, Pure Spouse of That Immortal Bride" to Sundays replete with

the High Masses of Bach and Liszt, Mozart's "Alleluia," Stravinsky,

and occasionally, quiet melodies she composed herself. Now not that this

choir could have gone to the Metropolitan, but they bravely attempted

music of quality, and did quite well.

To be honest, Gerald John Tomis had a great deal to do with it.

He once had been in the Seminary, and to the extreme awe of the choir,

my Aunt, and himself, Gerald John Tomis could, without music, sing per-

fectly the propers of each high feast, the majority of the propers of the

majority of Masses throughout the year, plus hundreds of hymns, Masses
and antiphons in perfect Latin, precise Gregorian chant. Amazing. Espe-
cially to see him in all his length, eyes closed, emitting the deep low

sounds of an oboe, only needing a breath about every two minutes. And,

it was Gerald John Tomis who drove my Aunt to the hospital in his sleek

black car. I'm sure that car had never been driven so fast, as Gerald

John was terribly cautious, but Aunt Evelyne's pains were only five

minutes apart, she having waited until the "Ite Missa Est" to make her

grand exit with Gerald John Tomis on one arm, Peter Battaglia the Italian

sausage maker on the other, and Jean Kruse, her best friend behind the

entourage. As I said, Gerald John was terribly cautious, but drove sixty

all the way.

And so, in the Easter season, following a performance of a Palestrina

Mass by the Divine Redeemer Choir and a solo of "Jubilate Deo" by

Gerald John Tomis, after a hectic ride to the hospital courtesy of the

same but paler Gerald John Tomis, Joan Marie was born, the Palestrinal

melody still fluttering in her mother's mind.

As for Jogee, which is what she was called from the day of her birth

by the rest of the little ones at home, she was, and always will be, I

think, a little snatch of a Bach fugue. As she grew to the toddler stage,

her little features became more perfect, her hair more carrot, her eyes

more blue. When she began to walk, she rarely fell; she took the precise

little steps of a fugue. She was a lovely child, and the darling of Gerald

John Tomis who, I think, deep in his innermost self, considered himself

(he had a great love of titles) as Gerald John Tomis, he who delivers; he

who makes safe.

And so Jogee grew, the choir became more and more professional,

Aunt Evelyne sold pianos and organs as quickly as if they were pears or

oranges, and Gerald John Tomis hovered over the brood like the protec-

tive oboe he imagined himself to be. To be honest, he was a great help.

Gerald John was incredibly dexterous, and Stevie, a vague little six

year old Debussy prelude, and Craig the five year old Brahms peasant

dance, would sit for hours with him while he mended their wagons, and

while he wove funny baskets and mats from the reeds that grew, clarinet

like in profusion by the stream in the back of the house. Cathy and Irene,

the two year old twins, had dark hair and eyes, and would dart around like

little crows, but really they were like the chords of Thelonious Monk,

dissonantly complementary, disarming, vaguely wistful.

The twins adored Gerald John: to ride piggyback on his shoulders

was to mount Colossus. And he flowed so smoothly from place to place
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that the twins could close their eyes high up on his shoulders, and it was
as if they were sailing on the cloud ships that harboured at the tip of the

mountains outside their bedroom window. Those four loved him, and he

them. But for Gerald John, the little Bach fugue Jogee was the most mag-

nificent creation of the universe. He would quadruple himself up to crawl

next to her on the floor and talk to her as if he were giving the St. Crispen's

day address.

Unfortunately, Jogee had no real use for Gerald John. For Jogee, the

world focused on her mother, on me, and the milkman who made music with

the bottles and the ice. I suppose Gerald John Bored her, as sadly, he

did practically everyone else that knew him. If ever at a loss for words,

he would launch into Gregorian Chant. Steve and Craig loved it; they were

convinced he was playing Martian and didn't mean it at all, but Jogee and

I knew better. But Aunt Evelyne needed him in the choir, both because
he took the place of a music library and because he sang the lowest lows

she had ever heard. She also liked him.

As I said before, my Aunt Evelyne was a wonderful person. He came
over for breakfast every morning after Mass, and while she pushed me into

the kitchen to poach his eggs, she concentrated on plopping, and

re-plopping Jogee into his lap. Aunt Evelyne was grateful to him for all

he had done for her, and she felt sorry for him. At forty-five, Gerald John

Tomis was a solitary oboe.

Time passed, the choir grew larger, the children grew, and I moved
into the Cape Cod house as a permanent guest-babysitter-friend-confidant-

button-sewer-eggpoacher. It was better for Aunt Evelyne that way really.

The choir was so highly praised all over the state that they began to take

trips and sing guest concerts in churches we had never even heard of.

Two and three times a month, she would kiss each child and me goodbye,

and walk out the door and get into the Divine Redeemer bus, a tiny little

overnight bag with a toothbrush and nightie in one hand, and a forty pound

attache case in the other, filled with music, arrangements, appointments,

and brownies. That left me and the kids to fend for ourselves. No trouble

really, if anything came up, the kids would always say, "C'mon, forget

it now. Mama's on the road. She'll be back tomorrow."

At the end of three years of this, Aunt Evelyne came home from

Hyland's Music Shop one day, pale and trembling. The Doctor decided she

needed rest. We tried it at home for a few weeks, but between the five

little ones and the hordes of well wishers who consistently woke her

from catnaps with the doorbell or the phone, she got worse instead of

better. Gerald John Tomis, the mournful oboe, followed me around the

house, his face longer than ever before. He was beside himself with

concern for her and for the status of music in our archdiocese. He pes-

tered me for hours on end about a new poultice he had found in his grand-

mother's diary, new ideas on how to keep the little ones quiet, how to

make Aunt Evelyne's bed mechanical, like in a hospital, for hours on end

following me longingly around the house, wringing his hands, and humming
snatches of chant.

I couldn't stand his humming, his whining questions, his constant

following me around. I kept complaining to Aunt Evelyne, saying that

if he didn't get out of our lives pretty soon I was going to lose my mind.

Gerald John meant well, she'd say. In the meantime, I became more irrita-

ted with him. We decided that Aunt Evelyne should go away for a month,

to a resort in the mountains, and get a complete rest. She left the next
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morning. I was left alone with a Debussy Prelude, a Brahms peasant
dance, the chords of Thelonious Monk, the snatch of a Bach fugue, and

the unending oboe solo, Gerald John Tomis.

I stood at the front door, that afternoon, my mouth round as a whole
note, hoping without hope that Gerald John was not really moving in to

protect us, and help us as much as he could. I insisted that I would be
fine, that we really didn't need him, that he needn't waste his time, thank

you very much anyway, but in he moved, carrying his things in what looked

like an old old oboe case. With the vagueness of Debussey, Stevie said

hello to him, and went outside. Craig danced around, thrilled to have a

man in the house. The twins climbed all over him screaming for a horsey

ride, the chords of their screaming ecstatic with the promise of a month of

horsey rides. I was nervous, and Jogee cried with the precision of Bach
from the time that Gerald John walked in, until I bribed her with Graham
crackers far away from him.

The days passed and I felt as if I were dropped in a tin music box.

I couldn't boil a pan of water without Gerald John leaning over me, ex-

plaining the phenomenon of temperature rise, or the advisibility of boiling

the water at all, or the principle behind scouring the pan each time I

used it. If I had just finished scrubbing the kitchen floor, he would

uncannily remark that my didn't the kitchen floor need scrubbing. When I

finished the little one's baths he would peer into their ears and remind

me to bathe them sometimes. When I spent an entire morning in the kitch-

en baking bread and rolls he remarked at lunch that bakery products were

really quite inferior to the homemade products why didn't I try it some-

time. Jogee and I tried to avoid him. The other children loved him. It

puzzled Gerald John that Jogee cried when he tried to play with her. He
tried everything. One day he lowered himself by her playpen and proceeded

to read her a story. He read on for nearly a half hour, amazed that she

wasn't crying. Feeling that she was warming up to him, he looked up

and found Jogee sound asleep in the midst of all the empty Downey bottles

she built castles with. Gerald John sniffed and picked himself up. He

saw me standing at the door amused, and his face grew longer.

I was beginning to wonder how long Jogee and I could hang on. Then

it happened. It was dinner time. We all sat around the table eating soup.

Gerald John had been discussing the pros and cons of washing the screens

for ten minutes. I watched the symphony surrounding him. Stevie,

Debussey-like, was playing with his bread crumbs. Craig, with the gusto

of a Brahms' peasant was shoveling his soup into his mouth. The twins

were fascinated by the motions of Gerald John's mouth, and watched him

with all the intensity of Monk's blues, not understanding a word he said.

Jogee was precisely spooning her soup onto the floor.

Gerald John finished his discourse, and leaned over to Jogee's

high chair and tweaked her chin. And Jogee, my little snatch of fugue,

precisely and determinedly picked up her soup bowl, and tired of his

absurdity, looked at Gerald John Tomis, then threw the bowl directly at

his face. Noodles draped the immaculate frontof Gerald John Tomis. Like

a mournful oboe, he cleaned himself off with a napkin and left the table.

As he left, I watched his face, regally and solemnly dripping broth. I saw

Gerald John Tomis the lonely, forty-five year old oboe, who had no one

but the six people around the dinner table, one of whom had just thrown

hot chicken noodle soup at him. There's something about an oboe stringed

with soup that allows for compassion. I needed no more to spark my
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conscience: I'd make it up to him.

The next morning, I poached him three eggs, put Mozart's concerto

with the oboe solo on the record player, and made Jogee pick him a bou-

quet of flowers. The eggs were perfect, and I managed to get a whole
piece of toast inside Jogee while she sat on his lap. The oboe smiled

The movement was allegro. Jogee examined his tie clasp. He commented
on the sheen of the kitchen floor, notwithstanding the dried chicken

noodles. I felt like an eighth note, and I began to wipe away the spilled

soup.

Cove Song One

MICHELLE LUNDBORG

If ever there could be

great dripping orange that

is sun, not frUiC;

If ever stone could be

feel and roughness, not

brick;

If ever cow could be

warmth and darkness not

animal;

Then my knowing you

could explode

upwards inwards

to

loving you.
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yarn Of Zhe Whaley Melle

as told by

Mobeduc

(an old sea chanty)

Oh, it wern't no singin' seaman

As shipped the course with us,

'Twas jes' a spec of jetsam

An' a very orn'ry cuss.

VIOLA HILL

His name it was sinnanimuss

With trouble an' with strife;

He'd played a bit of dicin'

An' nearly lost his life.

He said his name was Jonah,

He'd jes' been dropped a-stern,

An' what his business was about

He didn't give a dern.

Oh, it wern't no singin' seaman

As went aboard in me,

'Twas jes' an' orn'ry critter

I picked up in the sea.

He said his port was Tharsis

As lay starb'rd 'long the coast,

But that he'd lost an argyment

And what had pained him most

Was that in spite of fleein'

On land an' in the sea,

He had to end up eaten

By a whale like me.
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Oh, he wern't no singin' seaman,

But son of Amathi, he,

Somethin' floatin' to me,

A-sportin' in the sea.

I'd really only gulped him

An' so I joked a bit,

But he soured all my outlook

An' he really didn't fit.

He grumbled an' he rumbled

An' he shouted an' he cried;

He made my head go whirley

No matter what I tried.

I spewed him on the beach

An' chuckled as I turned,

"The joke is on ole Jonah,

The very place he spurned."

He'd dash about a bit,

Three days or so and then

He'd find hisself one mornin'

In Nineveh again.

Oh, he wern't no singin' seaman

This flotsam in the wash,

But one the Lord caught up with

An' showed him who was boss!
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Wave

SHARON BRANDY

Swollen

Full and pregnant

Reaching

Tall and slender

White-lipped wave

Yawns.

Stretches.

Collapses.

Onto sand-white silvering.
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Soaring

A perfect fifth is a perfect fourth inverted

And coming in the middle it gives balance, substance

The Schumann octave moderately ascends; converted

By rising half steps into difference.

A wave of ocean flings, upswings to height

And impetus behind, until it gives, sustains;

It leaps; and then recedes to muster sprite

To spurt again to surface — no stamp of strains.

Strange how things know, where to go; free

In the give and take; the up and down from floor

To wide expanse denotes an inward symmetry.

But when, beyond my bounds, I make to soar

I then experience for want of subtle tact

The pushing forward and the slow coming back.

MARTHA SANCHEZ
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Pen And Jnk

On A KrowH Quilt

THEA LISTON

South Venice drooped between two rock breakwater walls fencing in

a hundred yard stretch of sand and our house. Everyday for the last three

winters Jane and I woke to the grey-flannel fog and waited for Bobby to

come home.

I cataloged books in a library that last winter, and I studied con-

temporary art and anthropology at Santa Monica City College. Each day

the sun warmed me as I went to work and the night sea song quieted me
back to the apartment, quieted me standing on the wooden steps, quieted

my fingers hating the doorknob. But Jane took care of the roachy place

and watched the breakwater's wall-waves scratching the loose sky.

That morning Bobby came home was tight. Jane covered the orange

chair with the brown quilt from her bed and let her feet droop above the

floor. She looked at the grey wall and decided that the light was too

bright for her eyes.

Perhaps Jane always sat in that chair. She had since the week
after Bobby left and I came to her. Her mother, my Aunt May, worried

about Janey being alone. She was twenty-six. I was twenty. But my
Janey needed me.

I remember walking into the room from the street with an apple crate

of books. It was dark and I tripped. The books tripped. Jane's hands,

like paste on the arms of the chair, lifted and dropped.

"Cool it, baby," she had gruffled.

I had missed my Janey those four years she and Bobby had lived

at the beach. My sudden voice spoke of how good it was to see her, of

why hadn't he written, of the apartment, of Bobby. Her fixated eyes

went through my words. Then she, "Shut the damned door." She reached

to a small fruit jar under the brown quilt. The top slid off smoothly.

From the glass she lifted one tobacco-wrapped cigarette twisted at both

ends. She lit it. The air sweetened.

Jerking to the other room, I breathed deeply, like Jane does when

she tries to maintain in public. Back in the living room I tried to look

at Janey, but she sealed the room and my darting eyes clattered in her

peace. I eased from the doorway to the crusty sink and pretended to

watch the fan slicing the air from the ceiling. She pulled on the joint

with her lips, slow, still.

That Saturday Bobby came home was grey. The coffee spots

scattered on the stove front. Blue outlines were still on the wall, Jane's

outlines which had been scrubbed out a week before. Needle marks

reddened Jane's ankles. She had just fixed and was waiting.

Saturdays are strange, being with Jane. She makes it, smokes,

looks out the window across from her chair to the sea. Perhaps she
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reads some Huxley; perhaps She listens to Miles Davis and his horn. She

often goes out alone to score. But her stash is her own affair. Perhaps

she mentions Bobby. She loves her brother as she can. At home, we had

thought that Bobby had joined the army. But no, he had been busted. And
Jane would tell me about him.

I hadn't seen Bobby for four years. He was the only cousin my age,

and we had grown together. Jane would mention his art perhaps, or perhaps

his conversation, but never him. When I first lived with Janey, I waited

for her to speak of him, but then I stopped waiting.

That morning Bobby came home was cold. December scraped the

floor. Gregorian Chant by Willi Apel leaned against Jane's Norman Mailer.

Notes of a Native Son opened onto the olive rug. I remember the crack

like some small piece of lightning near the door. Jane patched it period-

ically. It was cracked that day. The icebox had two quarts of milk.

Bobby liked milk, Jane said. I made a pot of coffee and wiped the lined

table. Jane jerked her eyes to the pen and ink sketch on the wall.

"Bobby did that."

Yes, yes. Bobby had sketched the night on the paper. I wanted to

see Bobby then. And Jane sat on the brown quilt. I watched my Janey

rudely then. But I could not disturb her, I had early discovered. So I

watched.

"Jane, what time did he say in his letter?"

"He said today, baby, you know."

I knew. She looked out of the door twice in one hour.

That wooden door opened for Jane when she went to score. And it

opened three times for Jane. Each time, I started. Each time the air

came in cold.

The police downtown should leave him at the Hall of Justice around

6:30. He had written that we should not meet him. He had a way to the

place. I looked to Janey.

"How is he getting to Venice, Jane?"

She was quiet.

"Jane, is he coming with a friend?"

She looked to the sea.

Morning and grey-flannel fog lifted. Jane played a Sonny Rollins

side. She smoked a grey smoke. The steps creaked. Jane lifted her-

self to the door. It opened.

Bobby and a strange girl faced Jane. She stepped back.

"Hey, baby, how's the street?" Bobby said. "Hey, baby, Hove
you."

His white face drew into a chin. The scar by his ear cracked.

The blond hair softened his blue eyes. Bobby was home. He kissed

Janey. He looked at the floor. Then, "Jane, you remember Carole?"

Jane's eyes stayed. Carole smoothed her chestnut hair. She had

brown eyes, I remember, and wore an emerald suit. Her eyes eased over

to me. She smiled. Bobby reached for the light switch, but Jane had

already gone to the brown quilt and had put on her shades. Not knowing

quite what to do, I said, "Please sit down. Would you all care for a cup

of coffee?" And Carole, "Yes, let me help you."
We moved to the kitchen. Carole lifted four blue cups from the

shelf and plopped them on the cupboard. She, "These are nice. I like

blue things." We moved slowly, talking of cups, talking of coffee smells.
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Her eyes touched Bobby, then the kitchen, then Bobby again. I saw her

loving Jane's brother.

"He is so glad to be home," she said softly. She went to the living

room with the coffee.

I lifted an orange from the icebox and pitched it to Bobby. He caught

it and brought it to me. I socked him on the arm. He spoke, "Mona, I'm

glad you're here."

He and Carole and I sat on the floor while he spurted about soap

slipping into toilets and letters his partner Jim received on paper sacks.

And he told us of beans for breakfast. And his face was very splotchy

and very old. Carole was patient, still. Her eyes rested on the crook of

his arm, white that day.

Jane's eyes stuck on Bobby. The greyer day moved. Bobby's eyes

landed first his pen and ink, then the rug, then the icebox. He jerked

from the floor to the window. He looked at Carole. He looked at the

floor. He turned away.

"Janey, I love you, baby."

Carole and I sat on the floor.

Jane fixed him between the window and herselfwith her eyes: "Baby,
if you need anything, let me know."

Bobby looked quickly at Carole. Her forehead creased. She paled.

He caught that crease in a glare. Carole's eyes knew and dropped before

Bobby spoke.

"Yeah, Jane baby, I need you."

He coughed twice. Jane moved to the bedroom. Carole's mouth was
slack. Her eyes filled with Bobby moving to Jane's brown quilt covering

the orange chair. She jerked from the floor and found her handbag. She

carried herself and the blue coffee cup out of the wooden door.

Jane threw an elastic strip to Bobby. She melted the powder in the

spoon. Bobby tied off.

I sat forward on my knees, quiet. His eyes were child eyes. He
scratched his ear with the corner of the brown quilt.

My stomach jerked. From my Bobby on the quilt to Janey my eyes

darted. The dark room tripped me trying to find the apple crate for my
books.

The grey-flannel fog returned and the breakwaters blended into the

closed room. Yes. Bobby was home.
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Painted Clown

JULIE BUSWELL

There on an empty bench

Slumps the painted clown

Bending whitewashed face

Toward the ground

He squints with pinched eyes

Into the derby

Cupped in his hands
As if he were begging alms

Or praying . . .

The clowns! See the clowns!

A brassy barker yelping

See the clowns

Leaping from pasteboard perches

Into dry buckets.

Ah! the howling of a crowd

The screeching of strained bleachers

Hear the echoes

Trapped beneath the big top?

Yes, let them out if you must

Open streaked canvas doors

Let in the workingmen

To scrape out rejected litter

In their graveyard hours

And clang against the hollow steel

Of these hallowed grounds.
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Cone flight vV
LINDA CAGGIANO

As multicolored birds wing to the sun

So man flies lonely, not in comfort paired

With others, while his life cannot be shared

Considering the truth he is but one.

The lamp that lights the sky for me is pun

And mocking laughter to another who fared

A darker sea, and though at times we cared

For others, still we soar as hawks — unwon.

Yet binding to us all, there is the search

For our next — the place of warming fire

While on the flight our wings struggle and

lurch

Through dense clouds like thrush songs choked

by mire;

Our journey lies empty unless the search

Ends in spring's life burst — a climax of

desire.
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